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ABSTRACT

The research used cooperative learning’s model type example non example to increase activity and the result student learning of material natural features and social cultural diversity of student in class IV SDN Galudra the background of the research is the lowest activity of student in discussion and the result student learning under KKM because a teacher often used speech metod that disposed monotonous and not yet used cooperative learning’s model type example non example this research used two siclus when in eath siclus be found a planning, act, observation, and reflection the instruments used in this research is a technique of lest for knowing the result student learning this research of activity and activity’s sheet for knowing teacher’s, process.

The result of research showing satisfied’s result, this matter show from increase the result student learning, posttest is result in each siclus degree. Totals of result student learning in first siclus 57,1 % observing students activity following teaching 52,4 % and the second siclus 90,5 % observing students activity following teaching 85,7 %.

The conclusion used cooperative learning type example non example can indrease activity and the result student learning of natural features and social culture diversity materials.
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